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well hello everybody again wherever you may be in the world today I mean I keep saying this 
but I only bring the best speakers to the remote work life Submit and I'm just so I feel so blessed 
in that sense that today I have with me today Derick Anderson of startup grind he's the founder 
and CEO of startup grind and the reason I feel blessed because Derick has been well himself 
I've had successful entrepreneurs and leaders on before and Derek is another example of that 
in fact Derek right now he's running two companies which we'll talk a little bit more about in a 
little while but startup grind was my first interaction with with Derek and I think the reason I 
wanted to bring him on as I said you're going to get a lot of inspiration you're gonna get the 
practical tips as well as well as that obviously startup with this being a remote summit we're 
going to talk about the remote aspects of of Derek's company Derek as I said startup grind it's a 
global startup community which is designed to educate inspire and connect entrepreneurs 
throughout the world so I just want to say a massive thank you to you for joining us today I know 
you're really busy just thank you so much for being here yeah thanks for having me it's very 
thoughtful introduction not at all it's I could have throw a lot more more to say but I want to leave 
I don't talk too much today I want to leave the platform to you because I know that people 
listening are going to get so much from this today and I'm quite good at talking but as I said I'm 
gonna leave the stage to you to they do it there at first of all I wanted you just to tell us a bit 
more about startup grind and how that got started yes our brain is designed to educate every 
entre in the world and we do that through local chapters that we have set up in over 500 cities in 
about 120 countries and we host monthly events in those cities we do about 200 events a 
month so you know in roughly about half those cities are hosting monthly events or an event on 
any given month and then occasionally throughout the year will host sort of larger gatherings 
where the whole community comes together in February will be in Silicon Valley we have about 
an 8,000 person event there that we do we've done for six years and so we'll host about a 
hundred thousand entrepreneurs in person this year or as we like say in real life and and then 
we have you know tens of millions that will be educated through our content online this year it's 
started as literally just an event for me and my friends to get together to educate each other it 
was not designed to really be anything beyond that we call it startup grind because that was sort 
of what resonated with me as an entrepreneur of the struggle and the work and the effort that I 
was putting in a lot of people who don't aren't entrepreneurs they think starfriend sort of this 
negative sort of name but actually you know entrepreneurs I think really resonate with it 
because you know it's it's really about self-improvement it's about you know building and 
creating and you know you know grinding it's not there's no there's no glory and in struggling or 
making mistakes again and again again but learning and growing and improving that's that's 
what star grand is all about and so our values are to help first to to give before you take and to 
make friends and a lot of people resonate with those values around the world either 
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aspirationally or they live those values already and so we've been really blessed to have 
hundreds and thousands of great people volunteer and sort of join our extended team as 
chapter directors to leave start grind in their city or you know to participate it in some some way 
or another and so that's what star brand is yeah and like I said it's it's not credible because he 
you started only a few years ago you've grown to such a massive network such a meaningful 
network of people you mentioned the events and the content that you put out such a it's such a 
valuable thing and I think anybody listening to this I mean you may be thinking why is it that I've 
got Derrick on here who who runs starter grime which is aimed at entrepreneurs I think that 
whole word that word grinding itself I think can be applied not just to entrepreneurs it can be 
applied to people trying to you know really sort of do the best in their in their careers as well so 
there's that aspect that can aspect is that I think that the events like startup grind puts out are 
quite probably undervalued when it comes to developing your career and it can help you with 
your decisions whether you choose to go that way or that way it can help you to meet friends as 
Derrick was saying as well and it's those values I think that really struck me in the you know 
helping with his first making friends and not not not contacts and giving and not not taking and 
Derrick were those values sort of how those values helped you with startup grind well honestly 
like the most important thing that we did was we put our values on the website and that you 
know started really attracting a lot of amazing people who we sort of matched re ethos and what 
we were trying to be very early on attend the event and he invited me to go to lunch with him 
and he's a very successful investor and he said you know dee do you understand he's like you 
know I really enjoyed the event it was very different and and I said oh thanks and he's like I was 
like you know it's just an event he's like no you don't understand it like the difference was startup 
grind and other programs is and he he sort of described these things about it's like it's more 
about making friends you know it's not about LinkedIn connections that it's more about giving 
and I was like yeah I guess I guess you're right yeah that's true he's like but don't you 
understand it's very unique and I said no I didn't he said you know you need to like articulate 
that but on the website so I did I went back that day and I put it we put it on the website and it 
really had a huge impact and so you know sometimes I'm not the best embodiment of those 
values and and so they're sort of aspirational to me in in some ways in some ways you know 
maybe we are good at you know being some of those things so it ebbs and flows but that that's 
sort of like that's where that's you know that's the bar that we set for ourselves and hopefully 
people that you know have that also have that bar you know they find us and when they see 
that they're like oh man these are my people you know this is kind of people I want to be around 
and and they jump in and get involved and the events that you referred to tell us a bit more 
about typical type types of events and I'm sure there are people out there who may not have 
heard of startup grind and what I would say actually is before you answer that question is that 
it's so difficult to find quality events networks for entrepreneurs and which is why I think it's so 
important that you listen to Derek and that you once we've once you finished listening to the 
video that you check out a start-up growing website to see if there's a local chapter in your area 
to see if it's an event and then you start you know putting that into action but Derek back to mine 
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that's my question what typical what are the typical events and content that you you help 
entrepreneurs with yeah early on we did like that we tried lots of different things and at some 
point I had a speaker who's gonna come and he said we'll all calm but I can't prepare a talk but I 
can just show up and you can interview me and then I'll come I'll come right before then I'm 
gonna leave right after I said okay yeah great we can do that and so that worked really well 
people enjoyed the interview it wasn't a sales pitch you know there was a lot of learnings and 
and then it was good for me because then I got to be on stage with them so then that like 
helped my brand and helped me sort of you know sort of meet more people and so it's like a 
win-win-win and after that we're like let's just do that so we've really you know 99% of what we 
do is a fireside chat between a speaker sort of influential thought leader and a chapter director 
and then you know 1% of our events are these sort of larger more you know regional based 
events we've got one today in Barcelona with 1,500 people we've got one in a few weeks in 
Melbourne with you know the big group of people so occasionally do is sort of a full day or 
multi-day events but but generally speaking it's a you know it's a it's a fireside chat evening 
event after work where you can just come in listen for an hour network meet people help people 
before and after and and you know and then get on your way after a few hours and I mean you 
mentioned the incredible network that the different countries that you're you know that startup 
grind is is in for me I mean I I have I have kids myself and no there's lots of people well yeah 
lots of listeners here that I have kids as well how do you how do you any tips any advice for 
balancing what is a very busy and very you know it's it's a it's a business that's growing in fact 
you have two businesses how do you balance family and work life well you know I think one 
thing that is sort of misunderstood is that work-life balance does not mean like equal balance 
like it doesn't mean perfectly symmetrical or you know 50 percent here if you percent there you 
know when your bill is especially when you're building a company or you're just working really 
hard you're trying to sort of level up and move your circumstances from where they are to 
somewhere significantly ahead and that requires a lot of effort and work to do that or or you 
know everyone would do it and so you know what I just try to do is just do them like put the 
important things in first and there's this analogy that probably people have heard where you 
have a jar and you have these big balls and you have little balls and you got to put them all in 
the jar and you know if you put the little balls in first you can't get the big balls in but if you put 
the big balls in first things that are really important the things that you absolutely don't want to 
mess up or or and then you put the little balls in next then you can get everything in together 
and so to me the big balls include like having dinner with my family or taking my kids to school 
or making sure my wife you know isn't angry at me you know those are the big balls and you 
know trying to try to be a good friend or you know contribute in in my faith community or you 
know things are like things are just like I regards what happens with my startup like I don't want 
to mess up and then you know and then I put in all the little starter falls around it and okay I 
spend a lot more time with my startup than I do hanging out with my kids but I you know I just try 
not to let those things get to the point where they break or where they're close to breaking or 
you know or they kind of cross start to get on that line where I can't come back and I mean we'll 
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see I'm sort of nine years into being an entrepreneur I got a long ways to go but I hope that I 
sort of keep that focus and and can figure it out there are a lot of people a lot of good people are 
not able to figure this out and so I'm not saying it from a place of like I got to figure it out I'm 
staying from places I'm working hard every single day to try to figure it out and I do things like I 
take red-eyes after my kids go to bed or I take crazy flights to get home so I can sleep in my 
own house as much as possible I travel as little as possible you know so you know you just do 
things to try to keep some sense of balance in there and it's very difficult and it's an ongoing 
thing that I wouldn't say I figured out but I'm trying very hard to you know figure out what works 
for me and those are those are some things that have worked worked for me to this point last as 
a father myself I find you an inspiration Derek and I said that before before we got online and it's 
I love I love that analogy that you gave and also the fact that you I think a lot of people think that 
the work-life balance is like a perfect balance but that perfect balance like you said it doesn't 
have to be 50/50 it can be like you said with me I took my kids and I take my children to school 
keep in mind my other half happy those sorts of things you know trying to be you know in fact 
you what you're doing house but in many ways you're laying down your your legacy you're 
putting in preparing the future aren't you in many ways not just for yourself and your family but 
for other people as well you're helping other people in the world so thank you for that Derek 
thank you in terms of back to startup grind now I wanna talk a little bit more about startup grind 
because I like I said to you before I mean it's really hard to find quality well the reason it's so 
difficult to find quality networking events is because there are so many you can look online you 
find so many people saying that they've got the next biggest thing the greatest event coming up 
I know that startup grind is is the one of the best out there how can something like startup grind 
how can startup go and help with those people I know sort of really push there we're forward I 
mean you're always one deal away from dramatically pushing things ahead so you know couple 
years ago we signed up a partnership with Google for entrepreneurs now Google for startups 
which is a group instead of Google that helps entrepreneurs and startups and you know when 
we signed that deal it was like we've leveled up you know and a lot of things change there are 
certain people that have joined the team over the years that like when they joined the team it 
was like boom like we just leveled up and so you know startup grind is a great way to sort of 
introduce serendipity into your life into your professional life whether it be through what you 
could learn at a star crying and in a talk or meeting a speaker or could be somebody you know 
meaning the first thing next to you you never know who it is and so I think if you know great on 
Turner's are always learning and and you know are always opening doors it doesn't mean you 
like say yes to everything but you're at least sort of listening to everything and and the think star 
crown just puts you in a position where you can get a lot of feedback you can meet a lot of 
interesting people and you know potentially do something great and there's lots of great 
examples of that over the years I won't bore you with them right now but it's just say you have to 
trust me but like if you come I mean I went to start writing last night in Sacramento California 
and I met a bunch of interesting people that I would have never ever met in my entire life there's 
no way I would have ever come across them and I think I helped one or two people too and they 
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made the effort to get there there's somebody looking for a job they may have working for us 
you know there's an entrepreneur who's really struggling with the startup we'd spent 20 minutes 
together talking about what he can do to improve and to fix his the problems that he has you 
know you just you just don't know unless you get out of your chair and get out of the building 
and you know I uh you know put yourself out there and you know try to try to get better and 
these are a typical type of person that attends by that I mean do you tend to get people who are 
you know first time businesses or graduates or is there a typical sort of profile of a person that 
goes definitely people that are people that are building the network or people that have a little 
time okay heads down in a picture probably not spending a lot of time you know most affirmative 
you said people that I was in their network right yeah people that want to build their network 
people that are you know sort of in an open stage of their career where they're trying to figure 
out either what's next or they're trying to you know in a sort of building phase so or it could be 
like somebody that just sees the speaker and says like they are an expert in something that I 
want to be an expert in and I really want to learn from that person so it could just be people that 
are you know really interested in the content that's being featured on the stage as well mm-hmm 
I'm talking about networking I mean like I said before these these sorts of events are great for 
entrepreneurs to network they're great for people in general to network as well do you have I 
mean do you have any specific tips do you have a 101 in terms of networking and making 
making new friends making new connections especially an event like startup grind I would just if 
you go to start ground just don't pitch people's brains out with your idea like just relax and look 
to the person you right your left and think how can I help this person and if you genuinely do that 
I promise you you will get a lot out of it especially if you do that over a long period of time it will 
absolutely come back around and so that's that's what I do when I talk to people just say hey 
how can I help you and I just fit that directly and we sort of get to the point and sometimes I can 
and sometimes I can't but people are sort of refreshed by the fact that you're not just trying to 
take all the time and and you know you might be surprised how much you actually can't help 
somebody if you you know if you ask and generally try yeah I got asked a question about well 
somebody asked me for an introvert you know introverts who maybe perhaps on the on the shy 
side not all the time but usually the shy side do you have any sort of advice for you know if you 
go into a startup grind event any of any device for an introvert who is perhaps trying to you know 
they see somebody in the corner there or somebody sitting next to them an opening an opening 
line or anything like that mmm I don't know I'm maybe not the best person to advise introverts 
on how to be less introverted but you know I like if you're worried about talking to somebody that 
the very least go talk to the person that's running the event you know that person should be 
friendly and open and whether it's startup grind or not so you know just look for people that are 
smiling I mean look look for people that seem welcoming and go talk to them that's usually who 
I've got to talk to anyways but just find people that seem like they'd be willing to you know to sort 
of work with you on a conversation and and then point you you say hey is there anybody else 
here you think I should meet that you could introduce me to it's really easy for people to 
introduce you to somebody else it's like oh yeah I just met this person they're interesting and 
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maybe that can keep you know kind of you can leapfrog to the next lily pad and excellently pad 
and X little pad I just you know ask the people or if people sort of walk up like you know invite 
them into the conversation and try to just get more people involved and and then maybe you 
don't have to you know it's you're not doing that much work but you're just sort of being wearing 
and you know hustling a little bit I like that I like that and I think it's C I think when people think of 
net they probably are intimidated because they don't know how to open things up maybe so 
those yes about asking simple questions isn't it and just having a general natural normal 
conversation right yeah I think that's right and another question I get asked quite a lot and 
whether that be from people who are entrepreneurs or would-be entrepreneurs or people who 
are looking to you know understand which direction to take their next you know to look for the 
next opportunity is about picking picking a niche or a niche as they say in England picking in a 
niche how how do you go about picking an idea or picking I suppose a your next route your next 
direction well I think Paul Graham who start Y Combinator sort of describes us the best and you 
can go read some of his essays are people that watch this should go read some of his early 
yesterday's I think they really good at this but it's I think they're really the best way to do it it's 
really approach it from the problem you know what problem are you trying to solve and how are 
you uniquely positioned to solve that problem and whether that's domain expertise or 
background or you know something like you know I met a guy actually in Sacramento who's 
doing a construction software company and I said you know what's your background said well 
my dad runs you know one of the 20 biggest construction companies in the country it's like wow 
you probably know a lot about construction if that's the case right and you've probably got a big 
network in there through your you know family you've got a good big network in the construction 
industry so how are you uniquely positioned to solve a problem and and and I would just you 
know and then I would say like well people pay for it how much will they pay for and you don't 
know unless you ask and then you ask them to give you a check and so you know those those 
that's where I would really start with the problem a lot of times that's when people start talking to 
me about ideas that's all I say like what is I just say like what problem insurance all and and I 
think you can if you can really distill it down to that you know you might versus like hey I have 
this really cool idea it's like well you know ideas like ideas everybody's got ideas but does it 
actually solve a real problem people actually pay real money for it and are you uniquely 
positioned to actually solve that problem either from a technology standpoint or or otherwise and 
if you have good answers those things then you might want to invest a lot of time and money 
and energy and ability sounds good to me sounds great and obviously a lot of people on here 
today aspiring to well remote the remote work-life Summit spoken to other people on this 
summit and as I said to you before I think the main reason I wanted to speak to the Darracq 
today is because the value is really sort of I hold those that those values dear to me and values 
of what often the reason that most CEOs in any case will start start a business but though I just 
wanted to ask you I mean I know that startup grind is that obviously it's a remote company you 
you need to remote business was that a deliberate sort of deliberate strategy for you or was it 
through circumstance it originally was not deliberate you know it was just totally out of necessity 
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in the beginning because my co-founder is getting joel fernandez and he lived in portugal and 
when he was very young he was unable to go to school and he had to help take care of his 
family and so he never went to college he was a self-taught engineer and he's an amazing 
engineer is you know the best engineer on our team and we tried to get him to the United States 
but we couldn't and so we were just sort of working you know remotely he and I and then from 
there you know we sort of made it work he would come here once in a while and you know we'd 
hang out for a week or two or you know we would get on skype a lot eventually after years of 
doing that it just it works I mean we figure out how to work really well together like that and then 
we start adding other people in the team to do the same thing and you know it worked because 
it worked for us we figured out I mean to work with others so you know in the beginning no it 
wasn't you know it's it's this big global trend and I'm very happy to be part of this discussion with 
you and your audience in community but really like for us it was just out of necessity total 
accident and sort of a big blessing in disguise and I mean you mentioned it's a global trend do 
you what do you see I mean do you have any predictions I know it's difficult to make predictions 
but do you anticipate the growth of remote work and your own remote team well here's 
something to keep the look on in terms of like tracking a cold trend so every year Forbes does a 
does this list of the top 100 cloud companies and this year or this last list that they released not 
too long ago there was two who self-identified as being distributed teams I would bullish ly say 
that that number is going to go up dramatically over the next five years and for all the reasons 
that people probably know and preaching to the choir here but you know access the talent I live 
in Silicon Valley and lived here for 13 years you just unbelievably expensive to live here it is 
ridiculous it is not it's beautiful in some places in other places it's terrible and awful in terms of 
for a place to live you know some good schools some terrible schools so you know but the cost 
of living is just astronomical and and so you know for us like we want the best we want great 
people we want eight players and unless we you know our Google or Facebook we just cannot 
hire those people here because we can't afford to pay them and we can't afford to move them 
here and so and frankly like you know people don't want to live here there's better places to live 
I'm not from here I've lived six years I grew up in Florida I lived six years in Europe as a kid I 
lived in New Zealand for two years so there's lots of amazing places to live that are not Silicon 
Valley but having your company sort of headquartered here having a hub here is super valuable 
and super important and so you know but we just want great people and we want to scale a 
company with great people but you know we we can't compete with Google and Facebook so 
you know getting great people around the world meeting people all over the world that work for 
us all across the United States all across you know Western Europe Africa we have people in 
Asia that work for us so you know there are amazing people literally everywhere and it's just a 
matter of finding them you know making sure they match your culture and your values and and 
then bringing them in and you know figuring out time zones figuring out meetings using zoom or 
hangout you know you can you can really build a team and make it work but today we're it was 
much even five years ago is much more difficult than it is today so I think that's only getting 
easier and how when you're actually going out into the market and selecting and doing a 
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scoping for new talent like you said you've got a basic you've got a global a global talent pool to 
the source from how do you what does your recruitment process look like from the actual top 
where you're scoping out and sourcing people you know I think when we look at the people you 
know we just we always say like culture over talent first of all which is not the sort of unique 
thing but in the beginning when you're first starting a company it's very easy to like take anybody 
because nobody like believes in what you're doing so if you have you know if you have ten 
fingers and can type and you know you have a functioning brain and a beating heart you're 
probably right for my startup the warm button a warm body and but you know once you get past 
that initial phase it's really really just vital that you get great great people and and like I 
mentioned this earlier like I have so many examples work great people who fundamentally 
change what we do and I have great examples where horrible people almost completely 
destroyed what we had built and so you know you just want to be militant about who you let in 
and I don't know location to me is not a factor in that you know you need look for remote people 
you need people that are self-starters people that can you know people that can work without 
having to be checked on I mean we don't track what people are doing on a day to day basis or 
hour by hour basis we definitely check day to day but you know you you just have to you know if 
you're gonna if you're susceptible to watching Netflix if you're a home alone like you're not going 
to be a good remote worker and and so you know it's it's a certain kind of person and they have 
to match our culture and have to be that certain kind of person and sort of sell start a person but 
but I don't know my experiences shows that those people are in every culture and and in every 
country so I'd rather get I'd like I mean we have great we have two three great designers from 
Latin America and they're all women and they're all incredible and they have this unique style 
and I don't know what we do without them you know they've some you know the ones the oldest 
ones that have been around oldest in terms of the company longest with us like fundamentally 
change the way people perceive our brand and this is somebody that was not involved in till the 
last few years and doesn't live in this country and you know I've met a few times in my life but 
you know but they just have totally changed over down I don't know what we would do without 
them so thankfully were able to work remotely with them and we you said it takes a certain kind 
of person you mentioned the net the net the net flix thing you know that made me laugh I mean 
for me but I obviously like you said you've got a self-starter you've got somebody who you have 
to have a saw suppose a certain amount of resilience don't you because you don't have well 
suppose you know in any facet you need resilience but more so I would have said as a remote 
worker are there any other sort of I suppose traits that you have in your team in terms of a 
natural somebody's naturally inclined to work remotely you know it's interesting we have a lot of 
people that have kids you have a lot of people that have families I find that if I had a team that 
was all based here in the same office with me I couldn't I don't think I could coach my kids 
basketball teams or saw or you know soccer teams or whatever it was just because like you 
need to be in the office you know you need to have a physical presence but you know for me 
again like putting the big balls in first I think we're able to help people like look if you need to go 
do some you know volunteer your kids school or if you need to go do something and like you 
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can go do that in the middle of the day and then just make the work up later and nobody's you 
know we just we just trust that you're you know that you're gonna do your job and and you can't 
you know if you're driving to an office you can't just like lean at three o'clock two times a week 
like but if you're at home and you're driving down the street yeah you can do that you can come 
back and finish your work so I think you know we sort of over-index on people with kids honestly 
just kind of interesting I think yeah I mean just I I don't know I just people who people there but 
we in their own business Derek sorry I said we have a lot of X entrepreneurs people that have 
run their own businesses again because you have to sort of nobody's pushing you to run your 
own business you have to do it yourself so I think those people are pretty natural fits with 
remote work as well people that don't cause problems just people who who just I'm not saying 
like not people who don't challenge you or try to make you better we definitely you know we 
have feedback and surveys and you know care what our team thinks and how we can make 
their lives better but just people who generally are gonna be easy to work with and you can see 
that all on the way are they Howard their emails are they do they communicate well in the email 
when you meet with them like sometimes I will change in like a time for an interview right before 
I'm gonna have it just to see how somebody reacts to it really and yeah and I'll just say okay I 
need to move this by three hours and if they're like if if they kind of are very difficult about it or 
sort of like ego you know show some ego about it like hey I'm well I'm really busy too or yeah 
like I you know but it and then a lot of people like hey and then I'm gonna get on the call say I'm 
so sorry for moving that and you know I kind of judged their reaction say oh well you know yeah 
I was it was you know it was kind of a pain but you know I worked it out I mean you know you 
kind of see how do they how do they react to you know to to sort of challenges that are thrown 
at them and are they gonna be easy to work with hard to tell but different things you can do to 
sort of test that along the way no that's I never would have thought of that it's a handy one for 
like I said everybody out there listening and in terms of just actually taking a step back a little bit 
because some of the some people I've spoken to they they when they're actually doing the 
application process they accept resumes other people don't whether people will look at people's 
social profiles or their portfolio how do you yeah do you accept resumes is it typical for you to 
accept resumes or you have different ways of doing it oh yeah sure yeah people can just apply 
in a website you know and yeah we go through them and or you know we have multiple people 
that go through resumes that come in and we take referrals or it seriously and so yeah 
absolutely I mean we don't know most some people come through our network but a lot of most 
people that join the team you know nobody knows so mm-hmm and do you have questions slip 
my mind now in terms of the actual interview process yeah the interview process itself again is 
there a is there a typical process that you follow you mentioned one of those little things that 
those little tricks that you throw in there do you assess people in other ways at all I mean we 
have a pretty robust interview process and for instance if you're gonna join the engineering team 
you have to go through about a five hour interview five hours of interviews with different people 
and for a start-up it seems in some ways like well is that overkill like really why are you doing so 
much and but but what we found is people really appreciate it the people that are like us 
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appreciate it like wow this is the most thorough startup interview process I've ever been through 
and we have rating system and if you know if it's like it's important that everybody agrees that's 
us and if some people don't agree then or if one even if somebody's like I think it's versus great 
got IRA if somebody else is like you know below a certain threshold we just don't we don't hire 
so it's you know it's this idea that you know some people that you get in the organization they 
come in and they multiply and they just have this huge impact and but but uh you know getting 
getting bad people in can have way worse than the upside it's like the negative can be 
connected to an absolutely destroy the whole company and so you know there's I've talked to 
somebody who hired hundreds of people Google one time and they said that they when they 
were hiring Google they always said that there's no problem that is so great that it's worth hiring 
the wrong person for and that's really hard to take an honest look at sometimes when you don't 
have any I don't have a lot of pen I don't have a lot of resumes coming in and don't have a lot of 
options and don't have a lot of money to pay and all of these things but you've just got to it's 
better to wait another month it's better to you know struggle yourself for another couple of weeks 
and keep looking for the right person than to hire the wrong person just to solve the problem 
right now absolutely and I mean your team you mentioned 20 in your team with around about 20 
in your team with startup grind and about 20 in your team with with bevy as well is that well start 
at ground first is there a typical sort of I suppose lots of people usually hire for their product 
team for example do you is your tea how's your team split up met half the team is engineering 
and then probably quarter of the team is in success and then a quarter of the team or what we 
call baby care and then sort of take care of the existing customers and then a quarter of the 
team is in sales and marketing I'm actually yeah tell us a bit little just a little bit about bevies 
works we haven't really good very much about their being that's something worth worth talking 
about a couple of years ago we started have all these problems scaling startup crime we grew 
at about a hundred fifty cities and we just were sort of getting all this feedback of some very 
angry local chapter directors saying like hey like isn't working for us anymore so I looked at all 
the products that were available in the market and and came to found out it was gonna cost us 
about $150,000 a year in software that was gonna solve about 60% of our problem because we 
were like such a high usage type of you know brand or company and so me and my co-founders 
decided well you know if we just maybe if we just invest ourselves and building a solution over 
the next two years we can probably spend the same amount of money as we went over the next 
five years with somebody else but at least we can run it ourselves and we can run over the next 
10 or 15 years so we set out to build our own solution in 2015 we launched it it took us a year 
we launched into the 16 and and it worked and our growth started to take off again and then we 
start to show to other companies and they said hey can we use that they said maybe I don't 
know let's try to figure it out and and so then we started you know some of our first customers 
were some some very big companies and what we learned is that that's there's this huge trend 
towards you know this digital pendulum is absolutely swinging back and the future does not 
belong to a machine learning and AI the future belongs to community if you think about the you 
know marketing and in the past people got on the phones and then you know you know people 
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visited your office to try to sell to you and then it you know then it was digitally they're trying to 
sell to you with ads you know I saw this study from Europe a couple weeks ago that said that 
thirty percent of Millennials do not trust what they read online you know what so what do people 
who do people trust what do they trust can i trust an amazon review i don't know can entrust a 
yelp review probably not you know but what can I trust I can trust other customers I can trust 
people who have experienced a product who views the product and that's what our that's what 
the startup grind is is where you have people getting together in real life and building community 
and realize from talking to each other and educating each other and their companies all over the 
world doing this we call customer to customer marketing it's a it's a new category but it's 
something that all the best companies the world already doing they just you know it's it's building 
real communities with real people solving you know real people's problems and and you know 
you know all the top tech companies do it and we just we just see it as this huge trend that that 
many of the best company companies in the world do today but that in the future everyone will 
do it and so we help people scale their communities in real life and we do that for school alumni 
as we do that for tech companies we do that for consumer companies anybody that wants to get 
face to face with their customers and build deeper customer relationships and you think 
because the amount of hype that's surrounding AI at the moment that that was really the that's 
the future but it's it's to me I I'm I think along the same line as Lines's some of those servers that 
you talked about is that you you can trust people you can trust you know you have to put your 
trust in people above technology or above what you what you read online and is that how you're 
I mean is that the direction that you're going and you're going more away from the artificial side 
of things and more towards continuing to scale the whole idea of the customer custom 
marketing piece that you talked about yeah I mean we you know before it's you know event 
service did just I lost you again so there's not this deep events are expensive they're difficult to 
run there's a lot of cumbersome little details involved in them and what we try to do is take all of 
that pain out and make it really really easy to run these events and programs and then if it's 
easy to run them then you can then scale them and so we have some companies that do you 
know like start growing hundreds events a month with us with a very small team because they're 
working with their customers who are sort of advocating for their brand and and you know you 
think about like hey if I who would I rather hear from like if I should buy this product or the 
software or not what I'd rather hear from the salesperson would I rather hear from somebody in 
the company no of course not earlier from a customer and hear their experience somebody that 
just believes in it just that just genuinely likes it uses it so we have one customer who literally 
went from zero to hosting a thousand events a month with us and um you know with a very 
small team but they've now scaled they have this huge digital community in there now they have 
this huge real-life community that that is you know basically powered by Betty and yeah you're 
building your business on on on community and again that's another thing that that I really love 
about startup grind about Bevi it seems to be it seems that it's it's your business embodies your 
own sort of ethics in many ways and I think those ethics of people though sorry those ethics 
obviously chime with a lot of other people and I think that's what building your success in terms 
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of the future then what what do you see I mean as we've talked about those aspects of 
community book what's the future for you Derek and for startup grime what's the next few days 
look like busy well we're trying to build very into into a big scalable you know technology 
company and you know we hope that a lot more people will join our source movement and you 
know use our product and we're working very hard on that and and with startup grind you know 
our goals educate every entrepreneur and so we've got a long ways to go to doing that although 
we've made some progress so I think we can you know be in thousands of cities eventually and 
today we're at 500 but we've just got a long ways to go and helping people and there's always 
new people coming in because there's you know always new people with ideas and trying to 
things out so so we you know we're just trying to serve on tours as best we can and we sort of 
put one foot in front of the other and listen to them and try to take their feedback and hopefully 
deliver something that you know that meets their expectations and you know delights them and 
and so I don't really know you know you just who can predict the future right no you have to just 
go out and make the future and so you know I I hope I hope we have more success and you 
know I hope the world economy keeps doing well and I hope you know there's there's lots of 
other things that are out of my control that I don't worry too much about but but uh you know 
we'll just keep working and plugging along and you know one thing is like like you know I always 
say like our competitors will never outwork us they can't because we just we just we work too 
hard and you know but at the same time like we want to live life so it's you know sort of sort of 
figuring out how to live life and grow as a person and then also how do you develop and build 
these products and companies at the same time and and so hopefully we'll keep that in line and 
get more of the same my last two questions coming are you going to rush off wrap two 
questions in one so the first question when do you typically what times of year do you typically 
hire and the second question the second part of that question is in terms of if somebody's 
considering applying for a remote role what's your biggest piece of advice for us in hiring you 
know our first startup grind our global conferences in February so usually we have a lot of hiring 
leading up to that and sort of getting ready for that cuz that's sort of like our a big moment that's 
like our World Cup each year and and then usually it's kind of quiet in the summer so usually in 
the fall is you know sort of when we're hiring most for that in terms of one piece of advice for 
working remotely I would just say deliver results that make people feel like you're not that you 
work remotely but that you work everywhere you know ideally people are in the same room 
working together there's just from a communication standpoint that is still the best way to get 
anything done it's to be in the same room so you've got to really deliver to make people feel like 
you that you actually get more not being in the same room like you do you're doing so well 
you're delivering so well that you know you couldn't it wouldn't matter where you know if you 
were in the same room or there was some other situation like you couldn't be doing and 
delivering more than you are so just say like work really hard and make people feel like if you 
leave it's gonna be a massive massive problem and you know create that creates leverage for 
yourself and you know it also helps build whatever you're trying to build so be indispensable be 
irreplaceable not because you put a process in place that nobody else understands but because 
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the work you do just deliver so well that you know that no one could ever imagine you leaving 
and people will sort of be for it hopefully they'll take care of you regardless but then they're sort 
of forced to take care of you and that's a good good position to be in as a remote worker Derek 
eight thank you what kind of sites thank you thank you very much you're very gracious I've really 
enjoyed this Alex thanks for bringing people together and for letting me be part of you know your 
remote work community it's really cool it's been a yeah it's been an honor for me as well and 
obviously I'm going to be spreading the word far and wide and yeah if there's anything I can do 
to help you because you've given me your time like I said I mean I wasn't just saying it but I just 
love I love what you're doing I love those the values are just so dear to my heart I'm very much 
you know I love connecting with friends who are who share the same values so if there's 
anything I can do to help you let me know thanks so much and the same for me and same with 
the audience my email is Derek at star crying calm de ré case my first name so if there's 
something I can be helpful with for the audience that's my own email so feel free to email me 
and let me know what I can do to be useful wonderful okay thanks so much Alex all the best for 
the future Derek okay thanks a lot okay why  
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